
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.realfix.realtimer 

Download Real Timer 

App to time speeches.You know that timing a speech can be a chore--look at the stopwatch until it's time to tell 

the speaker. I've heard many speeches that captured my attention so completely that I failed as timer. Real Timer 

simplifies the task. It's as easy to use as a stopwatch, but does more! The app will automatically change color at 

the precise time the speaker needs notification. All of the speeches are summarized in the History. You can have 

limits from 15 seconds to 23 hours 59 minutes! 

  

Swipe up or down to demonstrate timer colors or, if you started the timer late, change the timer early . 

  

You can change the speaker or time limits anytime before the end of the speech. 

  

You can use this in a Toastmasters speech contest! The timer can be completely hidden while running. 

  

You can use this for practice! Use the "Big Timer" and you'll see a clock as big as the display! You can see the 

timer on a phone 

  

It's a must use app if you are the timer in a Toastmasters meeting. 

  

⇛ 3 Timer displays 

  Small--hopefully the speaker can't see it 

  Large--easy to see anywhere in the room 

  Off--for contests 

  In my club we all review every speaker for 2 minutes--I use the Large timer and the 2-3 speech so the 

Toastmaster can see how much time is left 

  If you want a switch from black to red set all times to the same value, e.g. 2:00-2:00-2:00 

  Volume Down stops and starts the timer 

  Volume Up resets the timer 

  Search brings up the time limits list 

⇛ Hint--help for color blind speakers 

  Default G=Green, Y=Yellow, R=Red 

  Settings can change the hint to anything 

⇛ Time limits 

  Default to 1-2, 2-3, 4-6, 5-7 and 6-8 min. 

  You can use any value from 15 seconds to 23 hours 59 minutes! 

  Set Green, Yellow, and Red 

  Calculate Yellow--average of green and red 

  Calculate Red--add one or two minutes to green 

⇛ Speaker name 

  Enter all of your club members 

  Easy to add visitors 

⇛ History 

  Menu to delete all history 

  Long press to delete one item 

  If you continue a speech, the continuation will start with an arrow 

  

Please review my app! Send me email with any questions, comments or if your review is less than 5 stars. I will 

try to resolve any problems. 

  

Real Timer is only available in English, but it can be translated. Click on "Email Developer" (below) to contact me. 

  

If you live in Phoenix... 

 

Rio Copa Toastmasters needs new members so we can be Presidents Distinguished for the 9th straight year! 

Visit Rio Copa Toastmasters on Wednesday from 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM at 2411 W. 14th St., Tempe AZ or go to 

riocopa.org. 


